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and having no traditions to guide them nor any
experience   of  government   inevitably  become
mimic men
 haps and recognises that individuals h-ve m
different ways that all human beings seen
at close range are equally extraordinary he refers
increasing!* to paintings of other periods
 
Flannery O'Connor (1925-64)
The work of this novelist and short story
writer from the Southern btates of America has a
growing reputation m her own country although
it is less well known m England and has until very
recentij been difficult to obtain
Flannery 0 Connor published two novels Wise
Blood 1952 and The Violent Bear it Away 1960
She writes in a poetic ruthlessly comic style about
isolated eccentrics afflicted •with religious mama
who evolve their own grotesque fundamentalibt
creeds
George Orwell (1803-50)
Orwell s   post war   novels   express   feelings
apparent in hi= earlier journalism
Animal Farm    1945    P
The theme of thie satirical fable is the futility
of popular revolutions Led by the pigs the
animals of Manor Farm evict their brutal owners
However one of the pigs Napoleon gams absolute
power establishing a police state The animals
are worse off than befoie
1984    1949    P
This gnm nightmare which Orwell wished to
call 1948—his publisher dissuaded rnm—develops
the Ideas of Animal Farm m a vision of a totali
tanan world whose rulers exploit psychological
and technological discoveries to retain and con
sobdate power
As a novel it is less successful than Amma'
Farm It has not the latter s occasional humour
and the presentation of its villain 0 Brien is
unconvincing Raymond Williams s Culture and
Society (P) sympathetically relates the novel to
Orwell s sarado-acal feelings about socialism
Anthony Powell (b 1905)
Powell published five novels in the 1930s The
elegance of his style and the fact that he took a
comic view of tipper and middle class society led
to his comparison with Waugh
His sixth work A Vance to the Music of Time
is planned as a set of four trilogies Ten volumes
so far have appeared A Question, of Upbringing
1951 A Buyers AlarJet 1952 Tlie Acceptance
World 1965 At Lady Mollys 1957 {all Ion)
Casanova a Chinese Restaurant 1960 The Kindly
Ones 1962 The Valley of Bones 1964 Tlie
Soldiers Art 1966 The Military Philosopfars
1968 Books Do furnish a Room 1971
In this poetic novel Powell is clearly influenced
by Proust His narrator Nicholas Jenkins
imagines the passage of time as a formal dance in
which people appear and reappear unexpectedly
and in surprising combinations This is the
novel's central image
Jenkins an extremely intelligent thoughtful
man is a connoisseur of pictures and a novelist
vividly aware of the limitations of our knowledge
of others even of our closest Mends and of the
dangers of forming stereotyped ideas of people
He has an insatiable desire to understand what
motivates human action particularly how we are
influenced by the thirst for power and by a love of
adventure Jenkins gradual realisation of the
complexity of life is expressed poetically through
the references to paintings as a young man he is
usually drawn, to Renaissance and Baroque works
w}tk classical subjects as he becomes ' less
ascetic, intellectually speaking more corrupt per
 The novel whose action opens in the eaily
1920s with a flashback to 1914 and has now
reached the period following the second world
war contains an enormous range and variety
of characters Each volume introduces new
figures
Powell has the most sensitive ear for nuances of
speech His novel leisurely but never dull
contains passages of brilliant comedy
Alan Sillitoe (b 1928)
SiHitoe s first book Saturday bight and Sunday
Morning 19o8 (Pan) is among the better of a
number of novels of working class Me which
appeared in the lite 1950s and early faOs Others
include Keith 'Waterhouses Ihere is a Ha-ppy
La/id 16o7 (P) Silly Liar 1959 (P) Barstow 8 4
Kind of Loving 1960 (P) and David Storeys
Flight into Camden 1960 (P)
Arthur Seaton the hero of Sillitoe s novel is a
belligerent young worker in a Nottingham bicycle
factory He sees Me as a continual battle for
survival and feels particular hostility towards the
forces of the Establishment Seaton s hero is
Boris Karloff but his deepest satisfaction comes
from a quiet day s fishing and a country walk with
his girl friend
The novel is uneven m quality but its occasion
ally cheap and sensational language appropriately
suggests the influence of Seaton s favourite fli^g
and much of the dialogue is vigorously realistic
The rural scenes reflect the influence of Lawrence
who also came from Nottinghamshire
Saturday Night and Sunday Morning was fol
lowed m 1959 by a volume of stones containing a
line nouvelte The Loneliness of the Long Distance
Runnt.1 which gives the book its title Sillitoe s
later novels which have been generally less
favourably received by critics include Tlie
General 1960 The Death of William Posters 1965
(both Pan) A Tree on Fire 1967 A Start in Life
1970
C P Snow (b 1905)
Strangers and Brothers—] 1 volg    1940-70    P
In the course of thfs sequence the narrator
Lewis Eliot rises from humble beginnings to
success at the Bai at Cambridge and m the
Administrative Civil Service While this is
clearly not an autobiographical work the course
of Snow's own career as a scientist don and civil
servant has followed a similar pattern
One of the strengths of these volumes derives
from the fact that Eliot is an unprejudiced ob
server of his friends and colleagues behaviour
We feel he prefers some men to others but rarely
does he judge any of them
The volumes follow no strict chronology and
only two A Time of Hope and Homecomings are
concerned directly with Eliot b personal life
The other books of the sequence are each centred
on the life of one of Eliot s friends or acquam
tances The best of them all is The Masters
where an account of the election of the Master
of a Cambridge college becomes an image of
political life The other volumes have a less
perfect form and vary in quality but all are of
documentary interest in that they deal with such
subjects as the making of the first atomic bomb
and the painful decisions m which scientists and
civil servants were involved at that tune

